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The A To Z Of Crowdfunding: Everything You Always Wanted To Know
A collection of children's books on the Alphabet.
Outlining the richness of German film, The A to Z of German Cinema covers mainstream, alternative, and experimental film from 1895 to the present through a chronology, introductory essay, appendix of the
100 most significant German films, a bibliography, and hundreds of cross-referenced dictionary entries on directors, actors, films, cinematographers, composers, producers, and major historical events that
greatly affected the direction and development of German cinema. The book's broad canvas will lead students and scholars of cinema to appreciate the complex nature of German film.
Over half a century old and continuing to grow in strength and authority, the European Union consists of 25 member states_with more on the waiting list_and a population of 450 million people. Its influence in
foreign and domestic affairs and human rights and law reaches far beyond its earlier fields of trade and politics. From the initial ideas about integration leading to the Treaty of Paris and the creation of the
European Coal and Steel Community to the current reflection on the Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe, The A to Z of the European Union encompasses the most basic elements of the EU and the
components that have emerged as a result of them.
Kipper the dog and his friend Arnold work through the alphabet by collecting animals and other things for each letter. Reprint.
The A to Z of You and Me
The A to Z of Wittgenstein's Philosophy
The A to Z of Medieval Philosophy and Theology
(ABC Baby Book, Sensory Alphabet Board Book for Babies and Toddlers, Interactive Book for Babies)
The A to Z of Marxism
Box 2

From Poppy King, founder of the premier cosmetics brand “Lipstick Queen,” comes the perfect guide to lipstick for every woman, from the savvy makeup
aficionado to the lippie novice. Beautifully illustrated, The A to Z of Lipstick has everything you’ve ever wanted to know about lipstick in a charming, funto-flip-through package. Full of Poppy’s best “Lip Tips,” this gorgeous gift book will give you the low-down on everything from color choice and
application tricks, to lipstick trends through the ages and how lipstick is made. Not sure whether to go glossy or matte? Need advice on the best shade
for date night? Here is the classic and classy guide that every sophisticated makeup wearer needs. A cosmetics mogul from the age of eighteen, makeup
expert Poppy King shares her twenty years of professional wisdom through this celebration of her favorite type of makeup. The Lipstick Queen has been
featured in Vogue, Elle, Vanity Fair, and many more for her insight into the best and most glamorous lip styles. Pocket-sized and as bright and bold as a
well-lipsticked smile, The A to Z of Lipstick is a great gift for new lip product dabblers and lifelong lipstick lovers alike.
Stories for Young Readers, Book 2, by Kinney Brothers Publishing, is a series of ESL readings that includes questions, grammatical explanations,
exercises, and puzzles for beginning students. This textbook presents English in clear, grammatically simple, and direct language. Teachers can utilize
the stories and exercises in a variety of ways, including listening comprehension, reading, writing, and conversation. Most importantly, the textbook has
been designed to extend students' skills and interest in developing their ability to communicate in English.
The A to Z of Postmodernist Literature and Theater examines the different areas of postmodernist literature and theater and the variety of forms that
have been produced. It contains a list of acronyms, a chronology, an introductory essay, a bibliography, and several hundred cross-referenced dictionary
entries on individual writers, important aesthetic practices, significant texts, and important movements and ideas that have created a variety of literary
approaches within the form. By placing these concerns within the historical, philosophical, and cultural contexts of postmodernism, this reference
explores the frameworks within which postmodernist literature of the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries operates.
A to Z Menagerie is a multisensory alphabet book unlike any other. This unique reading experience features a die-cut letter to trace and a satisfying pulltab reveal for each letter of the alphabet. Each page is filled with diverse and colorfully illustrated first words to find and identify. • Teaches young
readers hand-eye coordination, prediction skills, and rich vocabulary • Interactive experience of pulling tabs helps reinforce your little one's journey to
learning the ABCs • Filled with charming and playful illustrations by Suzy Ultman This powerful learning tool not only allows concepts to be touched and
experienced, but it also features a wide range of vocabulary words. First words include "challah," "curry," "kabob," "macaroons," "miso soup," "taco," and
"udon." • A wonderful gift for parents and grandparents looking for an introduction to the ABCs for their baby, early childhood educators, and anyone
who appreciates good design • Functions like a flash card and a guessing game: the central oversize letter is recessed beneath a die-cut, inviting readers
to trace its shape before pulling the tab to discover the reveal • Great for fans of the TouchThinkLearn series by Xavier Deneux, Baby's First Eames by
Julie Merberg, and Montessori: Letter Work by Bobby George
Love from A to Z
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The A to Z of Westerns in Cinema
A Basic Guide
The A to Z of Mathematics
The Complete A to Z for Your V
The A to Z of Animation and Cartoons
"Beautifully constructed and hugely moving. Deserves to be a smash hit."—Lissa Evans, author of Crooked Heart The A to Z game. For Ivo, it's
a way to pass the time, a way to avoid the pain, and a way to think about what really got him here. His hospice nurse suggested it. Think of
a body part for each letter, and think of memories connected to each one. And so begins the revealing of his misspent life: the terrible
teenage choices, friendships made and cracked, love he'll never get back. He remembers the girl who tried to help him, the friend who
wouldn't let her, and the sickness that chases him even now. Refreshing and thought-provoking, The A to Z of You and Me shows the raw
unraveling of a life lived loud and hard. All our choices have consequences. But what happens after? A Target Book Club Pick!
"Compassionate."-The Independent "Wonderfully quirky and contemporary."-The Guardian "Devastating."-Sunday Times
Examining the influence of ancient Greek philosophy, as well as of the Arabian and Hebrew scholars who transmitted it, The A to Z of
Medieval Philosophy and Theology presents the philosophy of the Christian West from the 9th to the early 17th century. This is accomplished
through a chronology, an introduction, appendixes, a bibliography, and hundreds of cross-referenced dictionary entries on the philosophers,
concepts, issues, institutions, and events, making this an important reference for the study of the progression of human thought.
First published in 2006 as Historical dictionary of logic in Scarecrow's Historical dictionaries of religions, philosophies, and movements
series.
The Republic of Moldova claims a European lineage reaching back in time long before its 14th century accession to statehood. In the 15th
century, it managed against all odds to avoid being conquered by Islam and-albeit an intermittent vassal after 1485-it maintained its
autonomy and was never turned into a province of the Ottoman Empire. After this period, however, Moldova would not be so fortunate, as it
altered between Russian, Romanian, and Soviet control until it finally gained its independence in 1991 from the Soviet Union. The A to Z of
Moldova, through its chronology, introduction, appendixes, maps, bibliography, and hundreds of cross-referenced dictionary entries on
important persons, places, events, and institutions and significant political, economic, social, and cultural aspects, traces the history of
this small, but densely populated country, providing a compass for the direction it is heading.
The Gen-Z Book
Journey from a to Z with Teacher Judy
The A to Z of German Cinema
Monkey Suit
The A to Z of Ethics
The A to Z of Us

The A to Z of Ethics covers a very broad range of ethical topics, including ethical theories, historical periods, historical
figures, applied ethics, ethical issues, ethical concepts, non-Western approaches, and related disciplines. Harry J. Gensler and
Earl W. Spurgin tackle such issues as abortion, capital punishment, stem cell research, and terrorism while also explaining key
theories like utilitarianism, natural law, social contract, and virtue ethics.
Ludwig Wittgenstein (1889-1951) was undoubtedly one of the most important philosophers of the 20th century, and perhaps of any
century. He was also a fascinating, charismatic, and irritating man. His philosophical ability was recognized almost immediately
by Bertrand Russell, and during his lifetime his work influenced first logical positivism and then ordinary language philosophy.
Since then it has also become central in post-analytical philosophical thought. Beyond the world of academic philosophy it has
inspired playwrights, poets, novelists, architects, filmmakers, and biographers. The A to Z of Wittgenstein's Philosophy is
intended for anyone who wants to know more about the philosophy and the life of this enigmatic thinker. The book contains an
introductory overview of his life and work, a timeline of the major relevant events in and after his life, an extensive
bibliography, and, above all, an A-Z of ideas, people, and places that have been involved in his philosophy and its reception. The
dictionary is written with no particular agenda and includes entries on philosophers (and others) who influenced Wittgenstein,
those he influenced in turn, and some of the main figures in contemporary Wittgenstein scholarship. Suggestions for further
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reading are also included, as well as a guide to the literature on Wittgenstein and a bibliography broken down by subject area.
Stories for Young Readers, Book 2Global EditionKinney Brothers Publishing
From William C. Morris Award Finalist S.K. Ali comes an unforgettable romance that is part The Sun Is Also a Star mixed with Anna
and the French Kiss, following two Muslim teens who meet during a spring break trip. A marvel: something you find amazing. Even
ordinary-amazing. Like potatoes—because they make French fries happen. Like the perfect fries Adam and his mom used to make
together. An oddity: whatever gives you pause. Like the fact that there are hateful people in the world. Like Zayneb’s teacher,
who won’t stop reminding the class how “bad” Muslims are. But Zayneb, the only Muslim in class, isn’t bad. She’s angry. When she
gets suspended for confronting her teacher, and he begins investigating her activist friends, Zayneb heads to her aunt’s house in
Doha, Qatar, for an early start to spring break. Fueled by the guilt of getting her friends in trouble, she resolves to try out a
newer, “nicer” version of herself in a place where no one knows her. Then her path crosses with Adam’s. Since he got diagnosed
with multiple sclerosis in November, Adam’s stopped going to classes, intent, instead, on perfecting the making of things. Intent
on keeping the memory of his mom alive for his little sister. Adam’s also intent on keeping his diagnosis a secret from his
grieving father. Alone, Adam and Zayneb are playing roles for others, keeping their real thoughts locked away in their journals.
Until a marvel and an oddity occurs… Marvel: Adam and Zayneb meeting. Oddity: Adam and Zayneb meeting.
Around the World from a to Z
The A to Z of Logic
The a to Z Guide to Jobs for Girls
A Women's Guide to Everything You Ever Wanted to Know About Your Vagina--Health, Pleasure, Hormones, and More
A to Z
Alphabet Books
Consisting of 192 Member States, the United Nations was founded in 1945 to maintain international peace and security; to develop friendly relations among nations based on the
respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples; to achieve international cooperation in solving problems of an economic, social, cultural, or
humanitarian character; and encouraging respect for human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion. Just how
successful the UN has been in maintaining these goals is covered in The A to Z of the United Nations. Author Jacques Fomerand provides a comprehensive dictionary of nearly
900 cross-referenced entries on the UN's various committees and organizations, its leaders, terms, policies, and major events in which the UN took part. Supplementing the
dictionary entries are a chronology, an introduction, a bibliography, and appendixes, which include a reproduction of the UN's Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, as well as a list of the Member States and when they joined.
In this new edition, the original topics have been brought up to date, added to and elaborated upon: Abbreviations, for example, now includes an essential array of chat room
acronyms: Fashion boasts a complete list of British Hairdressers of the Year; and Music features a comprehensive listing of every top-ten single in the last forty years. And there
are a wealth of new subjects to be discovered and enjoyed too, from the Top Tens of 2002 to world coins and paper money, bingo calls to crime and punishment, the Mr Men
books to the works of Charles Dickens. What can be Big Boy, Early Girl or Supersonic? Which British Prime Minister links John Lennon and Gary Lineker? Which classic novel
begins 'Now, what I want is facts'? (See Reviews for Answers) This monumental work of reference is a must-have title on your bookshelf - both an enjoyable book to dip into and
a cornucopia of sheer fact.
When the earliest filmgoers watched The Great Train Robbery in 1903, many of them shrieked in terror at the very last clip when one of the outlaws turns directly toward the
camera and fires a gun, seemingly, directly at the audience. The puff of smoke was sudden and it was hand colored so that it looked real. Today, we can look back at that
primitive movie and see all the elements of what would evolve into the Western genre. Perhaps it is the Western's early origins_The Great Train Robbery was the first narrative,
commercial movie_or its formulaic yet entertaining structure that has made the Western so popular. Whatever the case may be, with the recent success of films like 3:10 to Yuma
and The Assassination of Jesse James by the Coward Robert Ford, the Western appears to be in no danger of disappearing. The story of the western is told in The A to Z of
Westerns in Cinema through a chronology, a bibliography, and an introductory essay. However, it is the hundreds of cross-referenced dictionary entries on cinematographers;
composers; producers; films like Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, Dances With Wolves, The Good, The Bad, and the Ugly, High Noon, The Magnificent Seven, The
Searchers, Tombstone, and Unforgiven; such actors as Gene Autry, Kirk Douglas, Clint Eastwood, Henry Fonda, James Stewart, and John Wayne; and directors like John Ford
and Sergio Leone that will have you reaching for this book again and again.
Explore this amazing alphabet of animals, from ants and butterflies to whales and zebra. Peter Scott's stunning artwork brings a menagerie of creatures to life. Accompanied by a
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section of fascinating animal facts, this wildlife adventure is a pleasure to rediscover every time the book is opened.
The A to Z of Fantasy Literature
The A to Z of Lipstick
The A to Z of the Gypsies (Romanies)
The A to Z of Moldova
The A to Z of Malaysia

Cleverly disguised by the shape of the letters children can find which animals are hiding under each letter in this fun lift-the-flap book. An alphabet of animals is hiding under each letter in this
fun lift-the-flap book! Your little one will meet a collection of colorful new friends as he or she learns the letters from A to Z. Children will love to turn the chunky pages and lift the flap on each
letter to discover what animal is hiding underneath. Young readers will meet an alligator under the A, a bear under the B, and a crab under the C. And who is hiding under the rest of the
letters?
The A to Z of Malaysia encapsulates the development of Malaysia from prehistory to the early years of the 21st century. It covers not only Malaysia's history but also its politics, economy,
multiethnic society, multiculturalism, scientific and technological developments, and the state of its environment. A host of contemporary issues and challenges are featured, including ethnic
polarization, economic equity, and polygamy; concepts like Ketuanan Melayu (Malay Dominance), "Malaysian Malaysia," "Malay," and Islam Hadhari (Civilizational Islam); and terms like "Ali
Baba" business, kiasi, bejalai, and "Twenty Points."
Animation was once a relatively simple matter, using fairly primitive means to produce rather short films of subjects that were generally comedic and often quite childish. However, things have
changed, and they continue changing at a maddening pace. One new technique after another has made it easier, faster, and above all cheaper to produce the material, which has taken on an
increasing variety of forms. The A to Z of Animation and Cartoons is an introduction to all aspects of animation history and its development as a technology and industry beyond the familiar
cartoons from the Disney and Warner Bros. Studios. This is done through a chronology, an introductory essay, photos, a bibliography, and over 200 cross-referenced dictionary entries on
animators, directors, studios, techniques, films, and some of the best-known characters.
The A to Z of the Gypsies (Romanies) seeks to end such prejudice by clarifying the facts about this nomadic people. Through a chronology, an introductory essay, a bibliography, and
hundreds of cross-referenced dictionary entries on significant persons, places, events, institutions, and aspects of culture, society, economy, and politics, the history of the Gypsies and their
culture is told.
Global Edition
A to Z of Animals
An Alphabet Adventure
A to Z Menagerie
The A to Z of Skateboarding
An A to Z of Almost Everything
Monkey Suit is a lively look at the alphabet for learners who've grasped the basic shapes of the letters and are ready to explore words. Author-illustrator Mark
Gonyea presents a little monkey who 'tries on' a silly selection of roles that a child might dream of playing (elephant, ninja, optometrist?) while the word and the
letter it begins with are featured next to the illustration. With no discernible gender, the monkey is a perfect stand-in for any kid, and encourages young readers to
imagine themselves in any of these roles.
Once upon a time all literature was fantasy, set in a mythical past when magic existed, animals talked, and the gods took an active hand in earthly affairs. As the
mythical past was displaced in Western estimation by the historical past and novelists became increasingly preoccupied with the present, fantasy was temporarily
marginalized until the late 20th century, when it enjoyed a spectacular resurgence in every stratum of the literary marketplace. Stableford provides an invaluable
guide to this sequence of events and to the current state of the field. The chronology tracks the evolution of fantasy from the origins of literature to the 21st
century. The introduction explains the nature of the impulses creating and shaping fantasy literature, the problems of its definition and the reasons for its changing
historical fortunes. The dictionary includes cross-referenced entries on more than 700 authors, ranging across the entire historical spectrum, while more than 200
other entries describe the fantasy subgenres, key images in fantasy literature, technical terms used in fantasy criticism, and the intimately convoluted relationship
between literary fantasies, scholarly fantasies, and lifestyle fantasies. The book concludes with an extensive bibliography that ranges from general textbooks and
specialized accounts of the history and scholarship of fantasy literature, through bibliographies and accounts of the fantasy literature of different nations, to
individual author studies and useful websites.
This alphabet book explores each letter through physical hand tracing, as well as an acrostic poem that connects a famous site with a physical activity.
Forget the jargon. Forget the anxiety. Just remember themath. In this age of cheap calculators and powerful spreadsheets, whoneeds to know math? The answer is:
everyone. Math is all around us.We confront it shopping in the supermarket, paying our bills,checking the sports stats, and working at our jobs. It is also oneof the
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most fascinating-and useful-subjects. Mastering math canmake a difference in your career, your studies, and your dailylife. If you are among the millions of people
who would love tounderstand math but are turned away by fear of its complexity, hereis your salvation. The A to Z of Mathematics makes math simplewithout
making it simplistic. Both easy to use and easy to read,the book covers all the topics in basic mathematics. You'll learnthe definitions of such terms as
"proportion"and "hexomino," andgrasp the concepts behind algebra, statistics, and other processes.The book's alphabetical arrangement helps you quickly home in
onany topic, and its text is rich with stimulating examples,diagrams, and other illustrations that make the discussion crystalclear to every reader. Everyone will find
something of interest inthis wide-ranging guide to mathematics. The perfect antidote to math anxiety, this is an invaluableresource for parents and students, home
schoolers, teachers, andanyone else who wants to improve his or her math skills anddiscover the amazing relevance of mathematics to the world aroundus.
An Alphabetical and Animal-Filled Adventure
Stories for Young Readers, Book 2
A Compendium of General Knowledge
The A to Z of the European Union
The First Twelve Little Golden Books: The alphabet from A to Z
The A to Z about Gen-Z
Journey from A to Z with Teacher Judy is an adventurous children's alphabet book filled with animals and alliteration. Join Teacher Judy on a rhyme-filled alphabet adventure, visiting places around the world
with a cast of beautifully illustrated animals.
Rhyming text and illustrations present each letter of the alphabet.
In a surprising number of espionage cases sex has played a significant role_often only in the background_possibly as a reason why a particular individual has lived beyond his means and is in desperate
need of cash. FBI agent Earl Pitts sold secrets to the Soviets to ease his financial burdens, which came from his habitually heavy use of male and female prostitutes. Yuri Nosenko collaborated with the CIA
after having misappropriated KGB funds to entertain expensive women while on official duties in Geneva, and Aleksandr Ogorodnik of the Soviet foreign ministry was persuaded to become a spy by his
pregnant Spanish lover, an agent recruited by the CIA. In the realm of human behavior, sex can be the catalyst for risky or reckless conduct. The A to Z of Sexspionage explores this behavior through a
chronology, an introduction, a bibliography, and hundreds of cross-referenced dictionary entries on the secret agencies, operations, and events. From Delilah's seduction of Samson in 1161 BC to State
Department official Donald Keyser's conviction of passing secrets to Isabelle Cheng, a Taiwanese intelligence officer, in 2007, Nigel West recounts the history of sexspionage.
There is no available information at this time.
Kipper's A to Z
The A to Z of Sexspionage
The A to Z of the United Nations
Being Me from A to Z
An Alphabet of Animals
The A to Z of Postmodernist Literature and Theater

In the early 21st century, Buddhism has become ubiquitous in America and other western nations, moving beyond the original bodhi tree in India to become a major global
religion. During its journey westward, it has changed, adapted to new cultures, and offered spiritual help to many people looking for answers to the problems of life. It is being
studied in institutions of higher education, being practice by many people, and having its literature translated and published. The A to Z of Buddhism covers and clarifies
Buddhist concepts, significant figures, movements, schools, places, activities, and periods. This is done through a chronology, an introductory essay, a bibliography, and over
700 cross-referenced dictionary entries.
‘Original and thought-provoking’ Sunday Times bestseller Katie Fforde ‘Simply gorgeous’ Sunday Times bestseller Milly Johnson
Marxism, one of the few philosophies that turned into an effective movement, was not so long ago the official ideology (in one form or another) of much of humanity. It was
initially promulgated by the Soviet Union, then imposed on Central and Eastern Europe, later emerged in the People's Republic of China, and gradually spread to other parts of
Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Although declining in popularity, the movement still remains in power in several countries and is supported by numerous parties and countless
individuals around the world. The A to Z of Marxism covers, in a comprehensive manner, the history of Marxism and its philosophers and schools of thought. It contains a
chronology, a list of acronyms and abbreviations, an introductory essay, a bibliography, and hundreds of cross-referenced dictionary entries on basic terms and concepts as
well as significant people, parties, and countries.
The Woman's A to Z for Your V makes finding the answers women have about their health and their bodies easy and makes asking the questions even easier.
The A–Z of Everything
A Wildlife Alphabet
The A to Z of Buddhism
For more than twenty years, Tony Hawks has been mistaken for Tony Hawk, the American skateboarder. Even though it is abundantly clear on his website that he is an English
comedian and author, people still write to him asking the best way to do a kickflip or land a melon. One mischievous day he started writing back in a pompous tone, goading his
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correspondents for their spelling mistakes and poor grammar, while offering bogus or downright silly advice on how to improve their skateboarding. Featuring entries on
parents' pain, disappointment, underachievers, Quorn and the Vatican, this is his A to Z guide to the world of skateboarding, as seen through the eyes of someone who knows
absolutely nothing about it.
‘Brilliantly funny and sweet, so heartwarming and relatable. I couldn’t stop reading it!’ Lucy Vine ‘Warm, witty, romantic and oh-so relatable, I couldn’t put this book down’ Zara
Stoneley Can love ever be as easy as ABC?
From Awesome Adventures to being one in a Zillion, each letter of the alphabet inspires kids to be their best selves in Being Me from A to Z. The 26 letters of the alphabet provide
the building blocks of words and stories--and in Being Me from A to Z, they provide kids with a primer in living adventurously, bravely, and courageously. From empathy and
kindness to the importance of asking questions and helping others, kids will be inspired, affirmed, and encouraged to love themselves, be kind to others, and care for the world
around them. It's as easy as ABC!
Who is Gen-Z? Why are Gen-Zers always online? Why should you care about Gen-Z? The Gen-Z Book: The A to Z About Gen-Z answers those questions and more. Readers will
understand what Generation Z is all about, why they are important, the impact they are making on our world today, and why we should value them. This book explores the
intersection of Gen-Z, technology, and change, and encourages other generations to work with Gen-Z to create a more equitable future for all. You will love this book if you care
about the future. Whether you're a teacher, parent, politician, business owner, or a Gen-Zer yourself, everyone can find value in this book. Gen-Z is the largest and most diverse
generation to date, and it is to everyone's benefit to understand how Gen-Z operates.
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